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ABSTRACT ARTICLE INFO

In this article, we examine different algorithms in the
field of cryptography. And we analyze them from dif-
ferent aspects. Also, we introduce a new solution and
algorithm, based on increasing data security. Our pro-
posed method can perform the task optimally and ef-
ficiently compared to similar algorithms. In addition,
it also reduces the need for storage space. Therefore,
our proposed method works better and optimally by
increasing productivity in operational environments.
Our proposed algorithm can be used by increasing the
security level for data, in various platforms and in all
types of communication. Because the data is linked,
and if we do not have the address of a data packet, it
is not possible to decode the data. This increases data
security.
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1 Introduction

Today, with the advancement of technology and the creation of new technologies, hav-
ing security and privacy in line with the confidentiality of information is one of the
requirements for communication with high reliability. For this purpose, providing a
suitable platform for the confidentiality and security of users’ data in insecure envi-
ronments is of particular importance.
Generally, the use of cryptographic algorithms is used to protect the security of our
data in various conditions and on various platforms of insecure spaces. In such a way
that encryption algorithms have become an integral part of our communication. The
use of these algorithms provides a suitable platform for transferring our information
and virtual data in insecure spaces such as the Internet.
Protecting the information that is important to us and transferring it in various un-
safe spaces can only be done by encrypting the information. Therefore, using mod-
ern encryption methods such as AES, DES & RSA will be useful for data security. In
such a way that information is encrypted at the source using these methods and af-
ter transmission (in an insecure environment such as the Internet) is decrypted at the
destination in order to prevent unauthorized people from accessing the information.
Also, a hardware-software coding approach is presented to obtain resource-efficient
implementations applicable to modern platforms such as the Internet of Things [7].
In this regard, protecting and maintaining the confidentiality of our private data,
which is important to us, requires security measures. Security measures that are
mostly done to protect against the threats of human factors in order to prevent the
access of abusive and unauthorized people. Therefore, we have three types of secu-
rity measures, including 1 - preventive measures, 2 - tracking unauthorized people in
case they are discovered to prevent them from doing malicious acts again, 3 - reactive
measures to minimize the impact of unauthorized people’s access in the present and
future. As seen in Figure 1.

Confidentiality

Integrity

Availability

Figure 1: Three sides of the triangle are security measures to protect data in crypto-
graphic algorithms.
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2 Statement of issues and issues:

Based on this, in this article, we introduce algorithms for keeping information and data
safe in anonymous spaces. Encryption in information is done to achieve data security
in order to create confidentiality, integrity and authentication in data [8].
As mentioned, one of the solutions for the security of our information is the use of en-
cryption algorithms. Meanwhile, encryption algorithms can be strengthened by using
compression methods. Because compressed data is safer and easier to manage [7].
Also, fast and stable transfer with high reliability is one of the advantages of using
compression method. But in general, we have two types of compression methods to
transmit information, such as text, sound and image. Compression without quality
loss and compression with quality loss. With loss and without loss [7].
In addition, we have two types of encryption algorithms. The first type is based on
creating and having public keys where we have a key for encryption and decryption.
Which is called symmetrical. In fact, a key is used for both encryption and decryption.
The second type, which is called asymmetric method, has a public key and a private
key for decryption. Also, the security of asymmetric methods is more, but the same
method can work slower compared to the symmetric method.

3 Comparison of different algorithms in the field of cryp-
tography:

In Table 1, we have compared cryptographic algorithms. And we describe the charac-
teristics of five algorithms in the field of encryption for data. For example, the CBC
encryption algorithm cannot be parallelized for encryption. Because in the algorithm,
the output of the first sections will be needed in the next sections. But for decoding, it
can be parallelized. Because the algorithm does not need a specific output to perform
the task.

Parallelizable: means it can be encrypted simultaneously. And the result of the algo-
rithm can be needed for the next part or not. (encoding or decoding).
Transmission error propagation: When one bit of data is corrupted somewhere for
any reason, the rest of the data and information is no longer usable.
Fragment sending: In this method, the data are divided into specific fragments and
then encrypted in the algorithm.
Streaming: In this method, we don’t need to fragment the data. Rather, any data that
reaches the encryption algorithm can be encrypted at the same time. As an example,
we can take satellite communications as an example.
Also, the Data Encryption Standard (DES) encryption algorithm is one of the most
prominent algorithms for data encryption. which is based on the Feistel cipher net-
work. In addition, this algorithm works on bits. If the number of rounds in this algo-
rithm is 15 or less, it can be decrypted by known plaintext attack method. Therefore,
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Algorithm 
Parallelizable Description 

Decryption Encryption 

1 Electronic Code 

Book (ECB) 
✓ ✓ It is not safe, in the algorithm 

every data is always mapped 

to a ciphertext 

2 Cipher Block 

Chaining (CBC) 
✓ ✕ Fragment transmission, 

transmission error propagation, 

algorithm works based on 

authentication 

3 cipher feedback 

(CFB) 
✓ ✕ It has transmission error 

propagation, suitable for real- 

time applications, streaming 

4 Output Feedback 

(OFB) 
✕ ✕ Suitable for real-time 

applications, streaming 

 

5 

 

Counter Mode (CTR) ✓ ✓ 

Suitable for high-speed 

applications, it has fragment 

sending but can be converted 

to stream sending, efficient 

implementation and algorithm 

in hardware and software 

 

Figure 1: Table 1. Comparison of encryption algorithms and their different aspects

it is better to have more rounds for this algorithm. And it can be vulnerable to com-
prehensive test attacks.
On the other hand, the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm is one of the
popular algorithms in the field of information encryption. Unlike the DES algorithm,
the AES algorithm performs encryption operations on bytes. It also works based on
the Substitution-permutation network (SPN).

4 Algorithm Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA)

A cryptographic algorithm known by the name of its inventors. The RSA algorithm is
one of the prominent and important algorithms for securing our information and data
during transmission, especially in insecure spaces. Also, many scientists are working
on making RSA more useful in IoT devices, smart gadgets, and lightweight devices
[2]. In this algorithm, in the first step, we create a public key for the data. After
that, encryption is done based on the special encryption function. And finally, after
receiving the data at the destination, based on the special decryption function, the data
is decrypted with the specified key.
Based on scaling exponentiation with large numbers, also based on the difficulty of
factoring very large numbers into prime factors. In fact, it can be said that RSA security
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basically relies on the practical difficulty of factoring the product of two large prime
numbers [8]. Also, this algorithm is an asymmetric algorithm.
The RSA algorithm is described below. In this algorithm, based on the input data, the
encryption key is created first, and then our data is encrypted with the corresponding
function. Also, using the key, the encrypted data will be decrypted.
Among the applications of this encryption, we can mention things such as daily use
in emails, vpns, global web browser programs, social network communication and
anywhere that requires secure communication between the source and the destination.

Algorithm RSA 

Input primes number p, q, r, s 

Compute n = p*q*r*s, � (p-1)*(q-1)*(r-1)*(s-1) 

Input e 1<e< �  gcd(e, �  = 1 

Compute e*d mod �  = 1 

Input massage = m 

Compute C, C = m^e mod(n) 

Compute m, m = c^d mod n) 

End algorithm 

 

(n) =  

(n), 

(n) 

(n)) 

For example:
q= 53 , p= 61
n= pq = 3233

Calculation of Euler’s function:
ϕ(n) = (p − 1)(q − 1)
noindent ϕ(3233) = 3120

Choosing any number 1<e<3120 that is prime compared to 3120. We consider e = 17
Calculation of the inverse multiplicative co deposition d

e(modϕ(n))
d = 2753
e*d mod ϕ(n) = 1 thus 17*2753 mod 3120=1
noindent So, actually the public key is e=17 and n=3233 for message m. Also, the
function for its password is given below:
C(m) = m ∧17 mod 3233
In addition, the private key in the algorithm is d=2753. Therefore, the code function
in the algorithm for decoding is as follows:

M(c)=c ∧2753 mod 3233
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Therefore, when we want to encrypt data using the function and key mentioned above
in the RSA algorithm, it will be as follows (as an example of our data, m=65 is as-
sumed):

Encryption: c= 65 ∧17 mod 3233 thus 2790
Decryption: m= 2790 ∧2753 mod 3233 thus 65

5 Our new proposed algorithm and solution to improve
security:

New work: We propose a solution in the form of a new algorithm, which can make
the implementation of cryptographic algorithms easier, and at the same time increase
the security of our data several times. In fact, our proposed algorithm in this article
can improve the security of encryption algorithms. We map data to special tables. For
example, as can be seen in Figure 2. When data of any size are mapped to a specific
table, data security will naturally increase and our data protection and privacy will be
dramatically improved. Because it is impossible to distinguish and separate the data
related to each data set.
Therefore, when this mapping is done, the abuser or the attacker cannot determine
which set the corresponding data is related to. As can be seen in the figure, the X,
y data are in both sets, but in the image and on the right side, it is not possible to
determine which data set belongs to the left data set.
Therefore, when even data from the final mapped table falls into the hands of attack-
ers, it will be worthless. Because it is not possible to recognize the original data from
the written table. And this issue significantly increases the safety of our data over time.

X, y

X, x, y, a

X, x, y, a

Data set 1

Figure 2: Master data mapping for specific locations, in order to improve data security.
(Misleading by creating duplicate or worthless data
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Therefore, when the data are mapped to special tables, the security and safety of the
data increases. To this end, we introduce the following data mapping structure for a
coordinated and integrated environment. In this structure, we map data of different
size X to special tables. For example, when our data size (X) is less than 128 bits, it is
mapped to a 128-bit table. Also, when our data are greater than the value of 128 but
less than the value of 256, it is written to a table with the size of 256. And when the
size of different data to be written is between 256 and 512, they are written to a table
of size 512. Or data with a size larger than 1024 should be divided into parts and sizes
of 1024.
So, for example, when we have data of size 32, it will be written to a table of size 128.
And also, when we have data with the size of 128 or 64, according to the structure, it
can be written to the 128 tables. Also, empty places in tables for smaller data can be
filled with secondary and worthless data. By doing this, data can be sent encrypted,
with higher security, from origin to destination.

X < 128 

128 < X < 256 

256 < X <512 

X > 1024 

On the other hand, security can be improved by hashing data. For this purpose, when
we hash the data into special tables, we will face a lot of unclear and irrelevant data.
This can increase data security.
In this regard, the following relationship can be used to hash the tables. where k is the
key and n is the number of data.

H (k)= k mod n 

1

2

.

.

.

.

128

or

more

For example: we consider the following data to be mapped to a table.

The table mapped for it will be as follows. For example, the address of key 17 is
mapped in house three. After that address 20 is mapped to house 6 and in the same
way other data can be mapped using the relationship.
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K 17 20 12 10 30 24 27 

H (k) 3 6 5 3 2 3 6 

 

H (k) 

0  

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

 

30  

24 10 17 

 

12   

27 20 

 

6 Description and definition of the problem and expres-
sion of the new algorithm:

Following the solution of security measures and algorithms for information protection,
we introduce trail data. As can be seen in Figure 3. Serial data have the advantage of
significantly increasing information security. And they have the ability to hide and
protect the main data among secondary or worthless data.
In the explanation of sequential data, it can be said that these data are related to each
other in the form of a sequence of data related to each other, and at the same time with
very high security. In this way, when we have an initial vertex of the data in a table,
we can decode the data in a certain order. In such a way, if we have other vertices
besides the initial vertex of the data, it has no value and credibility for us, and the data
cannot be decoded. Therefore, we require receiving the address of the first data from
the mapped data string, along with the associated value to decode the first packet from
the origin.
For example, suppose we have the initial vertex of a data set in a particular table.
(tables described in Figure 2). Therefore, when we have the initial vertex of a string
of data mapped in a table, the next data can be extracted from it. Thus, suppose we
have an initial vertex and an associated numerical value with the data packet set 1.
Inside the package 1, the numerical value we have is added to the value of X inside
the package. And if the sum of this calculation is correct, the data of package 1 can
be extracted. And in the next step, we get a numerical value after reading the data.
This value is needed to obtain the address and data of the next packet. And in the
last step of the packet one operation, it gives us the data address of the next packet
after reading the data contained in packet 1, packet 1. Along with a numeric value to
decode the next packet.
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X is a value inside the package. And it is collected with a numerical value in our
possession so that the data can be decoded.
So, if we don’t have the starting packet and its value to compute X, we can’t get any
data from the associated data strings.

10 +X çt Data x,§ ⦸ 11 +X tç Data x§, ⦸ 12 +X çt Data x,§ ⦸

7 +X tç Data x§, ⦸ 8 +X çt Data ,§x ⦸ 9 +X çt Data ,§x ⦸

4 +X tç Data ,x§ ⦸ 5 +X tç Data ,x§ ⦸ 6 +X tç Data x,§ ⦸

1 +X tç Data §x, ⦸ 2 +X tç Data ,§x ⦸ 3 +X çt Data ,x§ ⦸

Figure 3: Data decoding process in the new proposed algorithm

Thus, as seen in Figure 3, we first decode data packet 1. After that, packet 1 directs us
to packet 3 by providing the address and the corresponding numerical value. In the
next step of data decoding, data packet 3 guides us to the address of packet 4. Then in
the same way, we will decode packets 5, 8, 9, 10 and finally the packet containing data
12.
It is clear that the data cannot be decrypted without having the initial data packet in
hand.
Also, we have sketched the sequential data algorithm below, for better representa-
tion. In this algorithm, different steps for decoding data after mapping to tables are
described. And this algorithm can be used to extract data.
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Algorithm: Sequential and linked data algorithm with high security 

First find the starting data address 

Receive a numerical value to decode data packet one 

Calculate the result of the numerical value with the value of x inside the package 

If the answer to the equation was correct: 

Decrypt the data packet 

If the answer is not correct: 

An error will be encountered and the package will not be decoded 

After successful decryption of packet data 

The address and numerical value of the next packet should be received to decode the next packet 

End algorithm 

 

7 Conclusion

In this article, we examined and analyzed the types of encryption algorithms in the
field of data protection. Among other things, we examined the RSA algorithm, which
works by creating a key and creating encryption and decryption functions. Also, in
this article, we introduced a new solution called sequential data. That these data are
mapped to special tables, to increase the security of our data even more. Sequential
data in a table is worthless and indecipherable until we have the starting address of
a string of data. As a result of this issue, it causes a significant increase in the secu-
rity of our data and information. Our algorithm protects the data packets in the best
way. And it has the possibility to be used in different platforms, in all communication
and different conditions, to have higher security. On the other hand, our algorithm
reduces costs and increases productivity due to the use of less storage space than other
algorithms. It is obvious that our proposed algorithm performs the task optimally and
efficiently. And it can bring us an increase in speed in operational environments.
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